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Chile launches
first cherry
campaign in
Thailand
Campaign will run from December through January across diverse sales
channels
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importers and distributors in Bangkok to

potential as a key future export market

present the marketing campaign and
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update the trade on Chilean cherry
production and exports, as well as the
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estimates, we are forecasting an almost 36
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per cent growth in Chilean cherry exports
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response to the coronavirus (COVID-19)
pandemic. Compared with much of the
rest of the world, it’s a very different
situation currently, where infection levels
are at a low level.
“Consequently, consumer demand across

According to Asoex chairman Ronald
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multiple sales channels from retail and ecommerce right through to wholesale and
wet markets have picked up in the last
few months. This is good news for our
industry as our exporters and growers can
expect to deliver to a market where
consumers are open to consuming fresh,
safe and healthy cherries from Chile.”
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Asia in general,” he said.
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